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Win an SBIR Grant: Raise Equity
Small Non-Profit Helps SBIR Grant Awardees
Raise Equity Funds for Startups



Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) grant 
funding is one of the best launching platforms for a 
startup.  Not only is the funding non-dilutive but also 
the award itself is a strong indicator for continued 
fund raising success.  After winning an SBIR grant, 
over half of TFG clients have received additional 
outside funding, so far.  Since TFG’s inception, these 
awardees received $21.1 million in outside grant and 
equity funds.  Equity funding represents $16.5 million.  

The below chart only reflects the half of TFG’s SBIR 
winners who went on to raise additional funds. TFG 
advisors continue to assist the other companies in 
fund raising.

Known as America’s Seed Fund the SBIR grant 
program invests in high-risk R&D projects that 
demonstrate “scientific excellence and technological 
innovation”.  The final objective of the program is to 
spur innovation and commercialization in areas that 
meet Federal government or public needs.

For angel investors and venture capitalists, 
winning an SBIR Phase I grant (maximum $225,000) 
demonstrates technological viability and helps de-
risk the technology; a Phase II grant (maximum 
$1,000,000) further de-risks the technology through 
development of a prototype and brings the company 
much closer to commercialization.  For technologies 
that meet Federal government needs, agencies may 
sign sole source contracts with the SBIR awardee.   
Investors value this reduction of technology and 
commercialization risk, and the potential large 
revenue contracts with Federal departments.

Winning an SBIR grant is strong validation for 
investors.  Increasingly equity investors fund startups 
that have been awarded an SBIR grant.

For TFG clients, the time lag between SBIR award 
date and equity funding is roughly six months.  This 
suggests that equity investors move more quickly 
once a target company wins an SBIR grant.
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SBIR Funding and Beyond

About SBIR
The SBIR grant program is a federal government set-
aside program providing over $2.5 billion annually 
in Federal R&D grants to help small businesses 
commercialize their technological innovations. The 
mission of the program is to “support scientific 
excellence and technological innovation through 
the investment of Federal research funds in critical 
American priorities to build a strong national 
economy.”

About Tech Futures Group
Tech Futures Group is a program of NorCal Small 
Business Development Center Network and is funded 
in part by the Small Business Administration and State 
of California.  TFG’s mission is to help startups and 
small tech companies attract capital and grow into 
successful businesses.  TFG serves clients located in 
the 12 counties that comprise the greater Bay Area.  
TFG advisory services are completely free to its 
clients — TFG does not accept cash payment nor 
does TFG take equity from the clients accepted into 
the program. 

However, for those twenty clients who submitted 
an SBIR application and were not awarded a grant, 
only one company raised funds — just $770,000, so 
far.  TFG continues to work with them to raise non-
SBIR funds.

For Tech Futures Group clients, success with the 
SBIR grant program is a strong, early predictor of 
future fund raising success.

Fill out an application at:
techfuturesgroup.org/tech-futures-group-application

Call us at: 415.494.7232
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SonoMotion Funding Timeline

TFG client since January 2016, SonoMotion invented 
a non-invasive solution for the treatment of kidney 
stones.  In June they won a $962,000 NIH SBIR grant 
and then quickly raised $100,000 in angel funding.  
In January 2017 they won additional NIH and NSBRI 
grants for a total of $2.1 million.  And, then in April 
they closed a $4.6 million Series A equity funding.  

Success Story

TFG experienced advisors recommended that 
SonoMotion apply for the little known SBIR Phase IIB 
Bridge Award grant.  In the Phase IIB Bridge Award 
grant, NIH provides a 50% match of private funds.  
SonoMotion’s $4.6 million Series A made it eligible 
to receive the maximum additional $1 million in NIH 
SBIR IIB grant.  

Guidance from Tech Futures Group’s advisors 
resulted in SonoMotion raising a total of $8.6 million 
in grant and equity funds.

SonoMotion acknowledges:

“Mark Klopp’s advice and guidance was 
invaluable throughout the fundraising 
process and greatly contributed to our 
success in closing Series-A.”
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